
Enhance your consultation process 
with ZEISS VISUCONSULT 500

What is ZEISS VISUCONSULT 500?

ZEISS VISUCONSULT 500 is the new online consultancy platform, enabling you to enhance your consultation process through an interactive, 

informative and modernised digital process. ZEISS VISUCONSULT 500 securely stores your patient data on the supplied i.com 4 server1.

What is it used for?

Covering the entire customer journey instore, ZEISS VISUCONSULT 500 provides seamless integration of Vision Needs Analysis, refraction, lens 

consultation through to ZEISS VISUSTORE. It is the central hub of the ZEISS Digital Ecosystem and allows you to collect and store data from ZEISS 

Vision Technology Solutions (VTS), interact with other ZEISS VTS and demonstrate simple and effective imagery and videos to promote product 

benefits to patients.

1 VISUCONSULT 500 is available at a special upgrade price if you have an existing i.com 4 server
2 Operating system requirements: Windows® 7 or higher (64 bit) 

www.zeiss.co.uk/vision

Features Benefits

ZEISS VTS integration
Interact with and collect and store data from ZEISS VTS devices to enable a smooth 
flow of data within your practice.

Frame comparison tool A quick and simple tool to help you find your patients their perfect frame.

iPad or PC operation
VISUCONSULT 500 allows you to access your patient data from multiple iPads or 
PCs2 or a combination of both to allow complete flexibility.

i.Scription Calculator
Allows you to easily analyse i.Scription data and simply explain the benefits to 
your patients.

Seamless integration to VISUSTORE
Supports entire patient journey from Visual Needs Analysis to lens order – for a slick, 
digitalised and differentiated process.

Lens Demonstration & Configurator
Effectively demonstrate the many different lens types and benefits to patients to 
support sales.

ZEISS VR One Headset integration
VISUCONSULT 500 can be used with the ZEISS VR One headset to give your patients 
a comprehensive lens demonstration.

This dynamic tool has been specially developed to streamline your workflow and develop your patient journey 
into a unique, digitalised experience. 


